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Abstract: Recently, Lange (2008) has argued that contingencies lack the modal strength to be 

necessity-makers. Here, I show that Lange’s argument fails, as it turns upon a faulty premise. 

I also demonstrate that the two most plausible fixes Lange might pursue in the face of my 

objections also fail, either leading to additional problem cases or rendering the overall 

argument invalid. The general upshot is that Lange gives us no reason to think that 

contingencies could not be necessity-makers after all. 
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The idea of a contingency grounding the truth of a necessity – i.e. of contingent truth-makers 

for necessities – is both well-established and widely accepted.
1
 But is it possible for a 

contingency to be the grounds of a necessity’s necessity? In other words, are contingent 

necessity-makers possible? 

 Recently, Lange (2008) has argued that contingencies ‘lack the modal strength to be 

necessity-makers’ (p.122).
2
 This paper shows how Lange’s argument for this conclusion fails 

– specifically, that one of the argument’s central assumptions is subject to a range of counter-

examples. Further, neither of the two most plausible responses Lange might pursue in the 

face of these counter-examples are viable, as they either invalidate the overall argument or 

stand at odds with the reasoning undergirding the argument’s premises. The end result is that 

1
 For example, the truth of [Socrates is wise or it’s not the case that Socrates is wise] is (fully) grounded in the 

contingent fact that Socrates is wise. 
2
 All references are to Lange (2008) unless otherwise specified. 
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that Lange gives us no reason to think that contingencies could not be necessity-makers after 

all. 

 

§1. Lange’s argument against contingent necessity-makers 

Lange’s argument relies upon three major premises.
3
 The first is: 

 

CIRCUMSTANTIAL IMMUNITY □A iff for any C and C’ where C and C’, 

C□→A and C’□→ (C□→A)
4
 

 

The underlying thought is that necessity is truth come what may – so, just as something that 

must be the case obtains regardless of whatever else happens, something that happens 

regardless of what else obtains must be the case.  

 According to Lange, this tight relation between A’s necessity and the various 

counterfactuals highlighted in CI suggests that ‘if C is A’s necessity-maker, then C is 

responsible for the truth of the various counterfactuals that [CI] associates with A’s 

necessity’ (p.123-4). However, as he admits, this isn’t entirely correct. Suppose A is 

necessary in virtue of F. One of the counterfactuals associated with A’s necessity is that A 

would have been true had A and B been true – i.e., ((AB) □→A). But what’s responsible for 

the truth of this counterfactual is the fact that A entails A, not F. 

3
 As Lange notes, the conclusion of his argument is restricted to cases of de dicto, alethic necessities. So, even if 

it were successful, its result is consistent with holding that e.g. de re or deontic necessities might have 

contingent necessity-makers. 
4
 This is Lange’s premise (4). Following Lange, I use capital letters (A, C, F, etc.) to represent hypothetical 

states of affairs that obtain (or not) in a given world purely in virtue of how things are in that world. Further, I 

assume that this and the following principles are universal, holding for all relevant A, C, and F’s. Notably, 

Lewis (1973) rejects CI for natural necessity, because, according to him, the closest C-worlds are worlds where 

C obtains due to small ‘miracles’ (and hence aren’t A-worlds). Additionally, CI is neutral on whether 

counterfactuals are metaphysically or epistemically prior to necessities, or vice versa (c.f. e.g. Williamson 2007: 

Ch.5, Kment 2006). 
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However, Lange notes that, even in such cases, F will still be responsible for some of 

the non-trivial nested counterfactuals CI associates with A. This leads him to posit a ‘refined 

version’ of the idea as his second assumption: 

 

COUNTERFACTUAL RESPONSIBILITY If F is responsible for □A, then, for any C where 

C, there is either some truth (C□→A), or some 

truth C□→(C’□→A) for some C’ where C’, for 

which F is responsible.
5
 

Finally, Lange’s third assumption is  

 

COUNTERFACTUAL ENTAILMENT If F is responsible for C□→A [or for 

C□→(C’□→A)], then C□→F
6
 

 

He offers two, related lines of motivation for CE. The first takes it as a generalization from 

three test cases. It’s true that, had match m been struck, it would have lit because m is dry and 

oxygenated (and various relevant laws of nature hold). But, according to Lange, this 

explanation only succeeds if the match would have still been dry and oxygenated had it been 

struck – otherwise, that the match is dry and oxygenated is ‘irrelevant to what would have 

happened, had the match been struck’ (p.124-5). Similarly, that an electric field’s strength at 

a given spatiotemporal location l is 1 dyne per statcoulomb is responsible for the truth of the 

counterfactual that, had l been occupied by an entity b with 5 statcoulomb charge, b would 

have experienced a 5 dyne electric force. According to Lange, this explanation presupposes 

that, had b been present in l, the field’s strength wouldn’t have been different. Finally, take a 

causal pre-emption case: Billy and Suzy are (accurately) throwing rocks at a bottle, and 

5
 This is Lange’s (5). 

6
 The following are Lange’s (6), (7), and (8) respectively. 
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Suzy’s rock hits first, shattering it. Because of Billy’s rock, the bottle still would have 

shattered had Suzy not thrown her rock. Yet this explanation requires that Billy would have 

thrown his rock had Suzy not thrown hers – otherwise, nothing ensures that the bottle would 

shatter. In each case, we’ve counterfactuals of the form C□→A which obtain because of 

some fact F and, had C obtained, F would have too. 

 But generalizing from these three to a broad claim like CE is quite a stretch. 

Thankfully, Lange also offers as a second line of motivation that CE follows from two other, 

minor assumptions: 

 

TRANSITIVE RESPONSIBILITY  If F is responsible for C□→A, then had C 

obtained, F would have been responsible for A 

 

EXPLANANS FACTIVITY In any possible world: F is responsible for A only 

if F 

 

And while EF is straightforward, following from the standard assumption that explanatory 

relations are factive, TR is ‘non-trivial’. However, it is 

 

borne out in our examples. For instance, in the closest possible world where a 5 statcoulomb charge is 

present at the given location, its experiencing a 5 dyne electric force there is accounted for by the 

electric field strength there being 1 dyne per statcoulomb. (p. 125) 

 

It’s worth noting that this implies the two lines converge, both turning upon generalizing 

from the three examples, a point to which we’ll return shortly; for now, however, let’s grant 

that these suffice to motivate CE. 
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With these three assumptions in place, we can now present Lange’s argument: 

Assume F is responsible for □A. By CR, it follows that, for any possible C, there is some 

truth of the form (C□→A) for which F is responsible. Hence, by CE, for any possible C, 

C□→F. Finally, because F has been shown to satisfy its right-hand-side, applying CI entails 

that F is necessary. As this means F can be responsible for A’s necessity only if F is also 

necessary, Lange concludes there can be no contingent necessity-makers. 

 

§2. Undercutting the argument: counter-examples to CE (and TR) 

Having now fleshed out Lange’s argument, I here show that one of its central premises – 

namely, CE – and one of the minor premises intended to support CE – namely, TR – are 

subject to counter-example. 

Suppose magnet m has a positively-charged end p and a negatively charged end n. 

Because p is positively charged, were m to undergo magnetic reversal, p would be negatively 

charged. Consequently, it’s the case that, that p is positively charged is responsible for the 

truth of the counterfactual that p would be negatively charged were m to undergo magnetic 

reversal. But since p’s being negatively charged entails it’s not positively charged, it’s not the 

case that, were m to undergo magnetic reversal, p would be positively charged. 

So, let F be that p is positively charged, C be that m undergoes magnetic reversal, and 

A be that p is negatively charged. In this case, F is responsible for C□→A, but, were m to 

undergo magnetic reversal, then it’s not the case that p is positively charged – i.e., C□→¬F. 

And, of course, if C□→¬F, then ¬(C□→F). Consequently, CE is false in this case. Further, 

we know that p would no longer be positively charged, were m to undergo magnetic reversal. 

By EF, it therefore follows that, were m to be magnetically reversed, p’s being positively 

charged couldn’t be responsible for anything. So, in such a circumstance, p’s being positively 

charged wouldn’t be responsible for p’s being negatively charged! Hence we’ve a counter-
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example to TR: an instance where F is responsible for C□→A, but where, given C’s 

obtaining, F isn’t responsible for A. 

In fact, it’s possible to generate several similar counter-examples: let F be some 

contingent fact with at least one complement fact A – i.e., a contingent fact the obtaining of 

which entails that ¬F, and C be the obtaining of some operation that ‘flips’ F to A. For 

example, if F is that a coin c is laying heads up, then let C be that c is turned over, and A that 

c is laying heads down. And this recipe works even when the complements aren’t binary: let 

F be that the paint in the bucket is pure red, C be that some white paint is added, and A be 

that the paint in the bucket is pink. In all these ‘flipping’ cases, F is responsible for the truth 

of C□→A, but, because A and F are incompatible, it’s not the case that C□→F. 

The immediate consequence is that Lange’s argument fails, since it relies upon CE, 

which these flipping examples show to be false. More generally, it therefore seems Lange 

hasn’t given us a reason to think that contingencies can’t be necessity-makers. 

 

§3. First response: restricting CE & TR 

There are two initially plausible lines of response Lange might pursue. First, note that the 

counter-examples work because A and F are, in some sense, incompatible.
7
 Building on this, 

Lange might attempt to dodge the counter-examples by restricting the relevant principles to 

compossible F’s and A’s: 

 

CE* If (F is responsible for C□→A [or for C□→(C’□→A)]) and (F 

and A), then C□→F 

 

7
 Obviously there is a sense in which they can co-obtain, provided that F and A obtain at different times; 

however, for simplicity’s sake, we can ignore this point (especially since it doesn’t effect what I go on to say).  
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TR*   If (F is responsible for C□→A) and (F and A), then had C 

obtained, F would have been responsible for A 

 

These restrictions avoid the previous counter-examples, thereby seemingly salvaging Lange’s 

argument.  

Setting aside whether this move is ad hoc, restricting in this way doesn’t help. The 

‘flipping’ recipe given in the previous section relied upon A and F being mutually exclusive; 

CE* is clearly immune to those. But there are other ways to generate problem cases – 

specifically, when C’s obtaining entails F no longer obtains. This gives us another recipe for 

generating counterexamples: find an A that is multiply realizable and compossible with F, 

and a C that ‘transforms’ F to A in such a manner as to entail that F is no longer the case (e.g. 

because C involves a change in a relevant object’s properties or circumstances). For example: 

let F be that my dog Ohle has eaten exactly three treats, C that I feed him four (more) treats, 

and A that Ohle has eaten a prime number of treats. Clearly, F and A are compossible. 

Further, that Ohle has eaten three threats is responsible for the truth of the counterfactual, 

were I to feed him four treats, he would have eaten a prime number of treats. But, were I to 

feed him four treats, it’s not the case that Ohle has eaten exactly three treats – he’ll have had 

seven. Consequently, CE* is false. Further, in such a circumstance, it’s not the case that 

Ohle’s having eaten exactly three treats is responsible for his having eaten a prime number – 

what’s responsible is that he’s had seven treats! Consequently, TR* is also false. 

Alternatively, let F be that the paint in this bucket is pure red, C be that some blue 

paint is mixed into the bucket and the paint is examined through a blue filter, and A that the 

paint in the bucket appears red. That the paint is pure red is responsible for the truth of the 

counterfactual, and the paint’s being pure red and appearing pure red are certainly 

compossible, but it’s not the case that, were blue paint added and the paint looked at through 
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a blue filter, the paint would be pure red (it’d be violet).
8
 This second method for generating 

counterexamples shows why CE* is just as flawed as CE: while restricting to F-A 

compossible cases blocks ‘flip’-style counterexamples, the door is still open for 

‘transformation’-style ones.  

The only way to block both sorts of counterexamples is to restrict to mutually 

compossible F’s, C’s, and A’s: 

 

CE+ If (F is responsible for C□→A [or for C□→(C’□→A)]) and (F, C, 

and A), then C□→F 

 

TR+   If (F is responsible for C□→A) and (F, C, and A), then had C 

obtained, F would have been responsible for A 

 

The trouble is that replacing CE with CE+ renders Lange’s argument invalid. Assume F is 

responsible for □A. By CR, it follows that, for any possible C, there is some truth of the form 

(C□→A) for which F is responsible. But nothing assumed so far guarantees that C, F, and A 

are all jointly compossible, meaning the antecedent of CE+ isn’t satisfied. To get this, Lange 

must add as an additional assumption that C is compossible with F.
9
 But once we do so, it’s 

not the case that, for all possible C’s, C□→F – instead, it’s only for all compossible-with-F 

C’s, C□→F. And unless we assume that F is necessary – which begs the question – the 

compossible-with-F-circumstances are only a proper subset of all possible circumstances.
10

 

8
 This case also works as a counterexample to the embedded counterfactual reading: let F be that the paint in the 

bucket is red, C be that blue paint is mixed into the bucket, C’ be that the paint is examined through a blue filter, 

and F be that the paint appears red.  
9
 We don’t need to add that C is compossible with A, since that follows from C’s possibility and A’s necessity. 

10
 If F is contingent, then ¬F is a possible circumstance. Hence ¬F is in the set of all possible circumstances. 

However, ¬F is not in the set of all compossible-with-F-circumstances. And given that all the compossible-with-

F-circumstances are also possible circumstances, it follows that the former is a proper subset of the latter. 
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This means there’s no way to satisfy the right-hand-side of CI and complete the argument. 

Consequently, were Lange to employ CE+, his argument simply breaks down.  

This makes it clear that restricting the relevant principles doesn’t in fact help Lange. 

Restriction to compossible C and F’s doesn’t block transition counter-examples, while 

restricting to jointly compossible C, F, and A’s renders the overall argument invalid.  

 

§4. Second response: rejecting the counter-examples 

All this might push Lange towards another, second line of response. The magnet reversal 

example turns upon the claim that p’s being positively charged is responsible for the truth of 

the counterfactual that were m to undergo magnetic reversal, p would be negatively charged. 

But one plausible objection to this claim is that p’s being positively charged is merely part of 

the necessary background conditions for the counterfactual’s truth. And given that we should 

not conflate a necessary background condition of a counterfactual with its explanation, it’s 

not the case that p’s being positively charged is responsible for the truth of the relevant 

counterfactual – it’s just part of what must be case for the counter-factual to be true. 

Generalizing, we get the second response: the various would-be counter-examples all 

mistakenly conflate necessary-condition-hood with responsibility. 

The problem is that this point equally applies to Lange’s three test cases. According to 

Lange, what explains that match m would have lit had it been struck is that m is dry and 

oxygenated (and various relevant laws of nature hold). But it seems that m’s being dry and 

oxygenated is merely a necessary background condition for the truth of the counterfactual, 

not a genuine explanation (especially if we add the parenthetical clause about the laws of 

nature!). Similarly for the electrical field case: that the field strength in l is 1 dyne per 

statcoulomb is just a necessary background condition, rather than a proper explanation, 

because we also need to include all the other facts about the world that are relevant to l (i.e. 
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that a field-strength-changing particle didn’t enter). Finally, Billy’s accurately throwing his 

rock is only part of a complete explanation – we also need to add facts about e.g. the bottle’s 

fragility, the rock’s velocity/mass, that there are no bottle-protecting wizards around, etc. In 

short, if Lange wants to reject the counter-examples by saying that the cited F is only a 

necessary background condition, similar reasoning shows that his test cases should also be 

rejected. 

 That might not sound too bad, but remember that, without Lange’s trio of cases, 

we’ve no reason to buy CE. Recall that the first motivation was generalizing from the cases; 

clearly this won’t do, since the cases turn out to incorrectly identify necessary background 

conditions as explanations. But we can also derive CE from TR and EF. However, the only 

reason Lange gave us for believing TR is that it was borne out in the cases. And if the cases 

turn out to be a poor guide, then there’s nothing supporting TR, leaving CE without a leg to 

stand on. Consequently, if Lange responds by claiming that the counter-examples mistakenly 

equate a necessary background condition with an explanation, then his susceptibility to the 

same point leaves one of his key assumptions – and, more generally, his argument – 

unsupported. 

 

§5. Conclusion 

The general consequence is that, depending on which way he responses to the magnet-

reversal style cases, it will turn out that CE is either false or entirely unmotivated. Since 

Lange’s argument hinges upon CE, the same goes for it as well.  

 One significant upshot of this result is that the contingency horn of Blackburn’s 

(1993) dilemma remains in principle graspable – a welcome result if one is interested in the 

overarching prospect of grounding modality in contingent matters. Of course, knocking down 

arguments against contingent necessity-makers is much different from offering a convincing 
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positive case; that is work that still needs doing.
11

 Further, our present results only proves one 

argument against contingent necessity-makers fails; there are, however, others that must also 

be addressed if we’re to offer such grounds for necessity.
12

 So, much more needs to be said if 

we want to fully address the question of whether contingencies can play the role of necessity-

makers.  

However, these are tasks for another day. For now, we can at least conclude that 

Lange has not yet given us a cogent reason to reject the thought that, at least in principle, 

contingencies can necessities make after all.
13
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